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ONLY IN OCTOBER:

AK ASSASSINS
 Starts this month! $5 to play. Email social@akbayansjsu.org
 with your phone number and a recent picture to play.
PCN INFO NIGHTS
 TUESDAY 11/3 & WEDNESDAY 11/4, SCI 258
GENERAL WORKSHOP: FILIPINO AMERICANS IN THE BAY AREA
 THURSDAY 11/5, 6-8PM, MQ 523
CANDLELIGHT VIGIL FOR TYPHOON HAIYAN
 THURSDAY 11/5, 8PM, 7TH STREET PLAZA
AK CANNED FOOD DRIVE
 MONDAY 11/9 - WEDNESDAY 11/18, DONATE AT THE TABLE
GENERAL WORKSHOP: TBA
 THURSDAY 11/19, 6-8PM, MQ 523
KAAMP THANKSGIVING
 FRIDAY 11/20, BERRYESSA COMMUNITY CENTER
OPEN MIC
 MONDAY 11/20, TIME: TBA, SPARTAN MEMORIAL CHAPEL
 

NEW IN
NOVEMBER:
>>>>>>>>
UPCOMING
EVENTS

October has been a
busy month for us! From 
KAAMP Revealing, to 
RAAP, to Ma”BOO”Hay,
to Friendship Games, and
everything in between. 
It’s a hectic time--
but it’s also one of the 
most fun and lively parts
of the year. 

Read more in the next 
few pages to catch up
with what last month
had in store for our 
gen members. 

On the right: San Jose State
represents TRIFORCE at the 

30th Annual Friendship
Games on October 24th.

Visit our website:: akbayansjsu.org! & Follow us @akbayansjsu: 
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THAT’S A RAAP (CONFERENCE)
THEME: REAL EYES, REALIZE, REALIZE.

On a gloomy, cold October morning, Akbayan members 
and high schoolers from all across San Jose gathered on 
campus to celebrate and learn about college life, culture,
education, identity, and more. 

Our Community and Politicial Affairs Chairs, Selena Flores 
and Gerard Manay, and their core (including Alan Gouing 
and Daniel Lazo), put on a kick butt day. Out of all of the 
Akbayan events, RAAP Conference is pretty underated. 
Attendees got a chance to experience a lil some’ 
something here and there--including spoken word, 
cultural and modern dance, college and career panels 
from current members and alumni, and even eskrima. 

But most importantly, Selena and Gerard sought to show 
attendees that no one can change who you are on the 
inside. In a video they promoted the following message:
“Who am I? Who are we? ... We all have issues. We all have
struggles. We all have experiences. We all have stereotypes.
We all have assumptions. We all have insecurities. But we
all have strength. And we all have courage. We all have the
ability to make a difference and we all have the ability to
make change. We are more. Don’t believe everything you 
hear. Real Eyes will Realize the Real Lies.”

Pictured above: Four 
masterminds of the RAAP 
Conference. From left to right, Alan 
Gouing, Gerard Manay, Selena 
Flores, and Daniel Lazo. Above on 
the left: Carl Cortez taught his first 
mountain suite workshop! Catch 
Carl as one of your cultural directors 
in the upcoming PCN season. 
Below on the left: Daniel Lazo leads 
the icebreaker “Bang!” in the 
beginning of the day.

MA”BOO”HAY WAS “LIT”....(        )
HEADLINER: ASTRALOGIK

Ma”BOO”Hay showcased a very diverse set of talented people. Even
though our duo headliner Astralogik had to deal with some tech-
nical difficulties behind the stage, their electronic blues feels 
enchanted the audience. By far, one of my faves was by APM, 
dancing to “Weight in Gold” by Gallant and more. They were all 
matching in plaid and it was adorable. Another exciting part of the 
night was when audience members were invited onto the stage to 
attempt Tahitian dance--including our cultural chair,
and the Ma”BOO”Hay coordinator, Adrian Bautista. 
The night was overall a success! Thank y’all for 
coming out. Proceeds went to the Manila Heritage
Fund.
  

  

ACCORDING TO
“SIZZY MCFLY”



KAAMP NECOLE ‘15-’16
This fall, over 150 adings were paired into KAAMP families. New families picking up
this year included Christian Villanueva’s Proud Family and Christelle Medalla’s 
Kage Fam. 

KAAMP Revealing is one of the most hyped up events of the semester. Although
hectic, there’s a certain buzz in the air when all the clues from kuya/ates are 
placed behind the table. 

Once Reavealing Day arrived, some adings had really good ideas of who their kuya/
ates were. Some were really spot on. Much love to you all! I hope you had fun at
“KAAMP” lol.

Find pictures of your fam at KAAMP Revealing and more at our flickr: Akbayan SJSU.

 

   

FRIENDSHIP GAMES 
“YOU WISH YOU WERE A CONVICT”
On October 24th, the San Jose State “convicts” woke up at 5:30 in the morning to meet up at CSU Fullerton. 
Decked out in orange, fake sleeve tattoos, corn rows and chains, the gen. members got into character as they 
waited in line. When we got in, the first school that we spufed with was UC Merced. Which in my opinion was
one of the cutest skits of the day. Their theme was “Paa Locker” aka “Foot Locker” and they were all dressed in
Foot Locker uniform-esque attire. 

A little bit later, roll call killed it on the stage. No lie, I even heard a guy from Fullerton say, “Ok, I see you San
Jose State.” And I don’t know, I think that’s pretty cool. Always proud to represent San Jose State/Akbayan.

Games put their hearts out onto the field too. All of SJSU teams did incredibly well in all of their heats. Y’all 
are amazing==your dedication and hard work was definitely evident. Welp, I’m having FG withdrawals. :’)



INTRO TO AN INTERN
MEET: BAOTRAN TON

HERE’S A LIL SOME SOMETHING ABOUT HER 
AK EXPERINECE SO FAR. She writes:
“Ever since last year, my friends have been trying to get me to
join Akbayan but I was not very involved in school activities 
during my first year. This semester, I finally joined the 
organization and it has been one of my best experiences so
far, if not the best. Honestly, when I first joined, I was a little
scared because I am Vietnamese and not Filipino. However,
I should have not feared at all because everyone in Akbayan
is so nice and welcoming. It’s definitely a group of people that
I want to have in my life forever. Right from the start, everyone
who I have met in Akbayan has made me feel like I fit right 
into this loving family.

Akbayan has definitely made me get over my fear of public
speaking and become more social. And I am slowly learning
more about being a leader through the internship. I feel like
all these things are very applicable to life outside of school
so I am super grateful for being able to be part of such an 
amazing organization. But I think the greatest gift that I have 
received from this whole journey is my Kuya. I cannot ask for
a better Kuya. I have known him for such a short time but I 
feel like we have known each other for ages. Thanks to 
Akbayan, I have gained a lifelong friend/family. And this is 
just the beginning so I cannot wait to see what else is in 
store for me.” 

GUESS THAT CAB BBY
Match the the letter to the name!

1. Heidi Mondragon
2. Adrian Bautista
3. Andrea Nyuda
4. Necole Cayanan
5. Raymond Domulot
6. Sandro Engo
7. Nick Lee

a

b

c

d
e

f

g

ANSWERS: 1. e, 2. d, 3. a, 4. g, 5. c, 6. b, 7. f


